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I.  Viscous drag is so large that a protein is 
in mechanical equilibrium at every instant

II.  Thermal noise is so large that 
nanoscale motions of a protein are best 

described as a random walk

Take home messages:
Proteins swim in molasses and 

walk in a hurricane
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Single particle “non-equilibrium” perspective
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Overdamped Limit - Mechanical Equilibrium
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Time has disappeared!  Use the relation

Take the ratio:

and we recover the “equilibrium” barometric distribution

Gaussian probability distribution



Second Law:

Now we have an equality:

Probability densities are normalized

G.N. Bochkov and Yu. E. Kuzovlev, Physica 106A, 443-479 (1981),



Let us summarize briefly the results of the first part of the paper. The main 
result, which the developed fluctuation-dissipation theory is based upon, are 
time symmetry relations for the probability functional of arbitrary macro- 
variables (the generalized FDT). The generalized FDT is established both for 
the system perturbated dynamically from nonequilibrium state and for the 
system developed from nonequilibrium state thermally. Both variants of the 
theorem are direct consequence of microscopic motion reversibility but lead 
straight to irreversibility of macroscopic evolution. 

This FDT form is obvious enough from the physical point of view. From 
(2.11) one can see that the ratio of the probability of some macroscopic 
trajectory of a system to the probability of the time reversal trajectory is 
equal to exp(/3E). Therefore those trajectories relatively are more probable, 
for which E > 0

G.N. Bochkov and Yu. E. Kuzovlev, Physica 106A, 443-479 (1981),



Microscopic Reversibility 
and Detailed Balance



The importance of being Gaussian



Onsager-Machlup 
Thermodynamic Action

•  "Near Equilibrium"

• "Linear Regime"

• Gaussian behavior





External work

Work stored (lost) in the system

Dissipated work



Time dependent potential function 



For discretized time

Probability for any sequence of “Brownian” kicks

In the continuum limit



Rearrange the langevin equation

To write

Where



The ratio of probabilities for forward and reverse paths

The work probability density function (not gaussian) is

=1

with the ratio

and finally
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When we view the Langevin equation #3$ as a mapping from
" space to x space, "(t) can be expressed as ! ẋ
!F(x)/'%/!2D . This means that the exponent of the above
expression becomes !S!x(t)%/D , where
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is the action associated with a path x(t). Notice that this

quantity can never be negative.

When we change variables from "(t) to x(t) the probabil-
ity densities must obey

"
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where S represents a set of trajectories. For this equation to
hold for all possible sets of trajectories we must have

P!x(t)%"$d"/dx$P!"(t)% . So we have to evaluate the Jaco-
bian $d"/dx$ . After discretization this Jacobian becomes the
determinant of a matrix. Because the matrix is triangular the

determinant is the product of the trace elements

) j"1
n $d" j /dx j$ . The Jacobian compensates for the stretching

and shrinking involved in the transformation from trajecto-

ries in noise space to trajectories in x space. The exact form

of the Jacobian depends on the way the Langevin equation

#3$ is discretized. With the discretization
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Eventually, in the continuum limit, this Jacobian takes the

form
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This form for the Jacobian is also obtained when the noise is

first assumed to have a nonzero correlation time, and when at

the end of the calculation the limit is taken in which the

correlation time goes to zero !6%.
All in all, for the probability that a certain path x(t) is

realized we have
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Notice that in the low noise limit (D!0) the contribution of
the U"!x(t)% becomes negligible in comparison to the con-
tribution of the action term. In that case the trajectory with

the highest probability P!x(t)% is simply the one for which
the action S!x(t)% is minimal.
Next we go to the low noise limit. We neglect the Jaco-

bian contribution in Eq. #11$ and take the integrand L(x , ẋ)
"! ẋ!F(x)/'%2 as the Lagrangian. Using the Euler-

Lagrange theorem, !-/-x!(d/dt)(-/- ẋ)%L(x , ẋ)"0, we de-
rive the equation of motion '2ẍ"F(x)(d/dx)F(x). A first

integral is easily derived: (' ẋ)2!F(x)2"C , where C is the

constant of integration. It is obvious from the formula for

S!x(t)% that the most likely way to slide down is ' ẋ
"F(x), i.e., the particle behaving as if there were no noise.

This is not a surprising result. But from the integral we also

infer that the most likely path up the barrier from a small

diffusion dominated zone around the bottom of the well

!where F(x)+0 for smooth potentials and the noise thus
dominates% to the small diffusion dominated zone around the
top is ' ẋ"!F(x), i.e., the particle following the reverse

path from the deterministic downslide. Such an upslide is

what we call the ‘‘instanton.’’

The intuitive picture with this derivation is as follows.

There are many ‘‘attempts’’ during which the particle goes

quite a way up the barrier and then falls back. But the final

‘‘successful attempt’’ is most likely one during which the

particle did not dwell anywhere on the slope for any time.

The ‘‘successful attempt’’ was one during which the particle

FIG. 3. An escape over the barrier requires a sequence of

Brownian kicks that brings the particle against the strong determin-

istic force from xi to x f . In the text it is derived that the most likely

such trajectory #between the last touch at xi and the first touch at x f)
is an upslide that is the exact reverse of the deterministic downslide.
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Enzyme Cycle Kinetics



effective rate constants

with ratio

T.L. Hill, Biochemistry, 14: 2127-2137 (1975)



  

 Na+-K+ transport ATPase

3

2

Peter Lauger, “Ion motive ATPases”



Serpersu and Tsong, (1984) JBC 259, 7155; Liu, Astumian, and 
Tsong, (1990) JBC 265, 7260



  

acterization of kinetic and equilibrium properties of indi-
vidual reaction steps has been accomplished using both op-
tical (Rephaeli et al. 1986; Glynn et al. 1987; Steinberg and
Karlish 1989) and electrical measurements (Sturmer et al.
1989; Nakao and Gadsby 1986; Rakowski 1993) resulting
in the proposal of an electrostatic model of the Na,K-
ATPase shown in Fig. 4A (Wuddel and Apell 1995; Ra-
kowski et al. 1997). Additional valuable information on
the mechanism of the Na,K-ATPase has been obtained from
studying so called non-canonical flux modes, where either
Na or K are not added, forcing the pump to proceed via a
transition (indicated as dashed arrows) not normally used
in the fully coupled mode. The emerging picture of the
Na,K-ATPase is of a gated channel-like protein (Hilge-
mann 1994). The gating is accomplished by phosphoryla-
tion dependent conformational changes of the protein, but

the physical motion of the ion – movement from the bulk
to the binding site on one side of the membrane, and dis-
sociation and movement into the bulk on the other side –
occurs by diffusion in the presence of the electric field due
to charges on the protein.

Because the individual steps of ATP hydrolysis are sto-
chastic, it has long been held that strictly regulated
coupling between the chemical events of ATP hydrolysis
and mechanical events of ion transport is essential for the
function of an ion pump (Jencks 1989). Allosteric interac-
tions between the protein and ligands could ensure that 
neither ATP hydrolysis nor transport can be completed
without the other process occurring, resulting in a strictly
ordered sequential kinetic mechanism.

The rigid requirements for such clock-like coupling has
recently been challenged by experiments of Tsong and col-
leagues (Liu et al. 1990; Xie et al. 1994) on Na,K ATPase.
In these experiments ATP hydrolysis is suppressed (either
by low temperature or by depletion of ATP concentration)
and energy for uphill transport provided by externally ap-
plied oscillating or fluctuating electric fields. Because the
fields are external, there is no mechanism whatsoever for
control of the timing of an electric pulse by the occupancy
of the ion binding site of the protein. Nevertheless, these
external fields are able to drive significant uphill transport.
This has been described in terms of a mechanism known
as electroconformational coupling (Tsong and Astumian
1986). The key feature of this hypothesis is that the field
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Fig. 4 A Electrostatic model for Na,K-ATPase (Wuddel and Apell
1995). In the ATP driven coupled cycle, the step P-E2Na3 [ P-E2Na2

is the most electrogenic, while P-E2Na2 [ P-E2 and P-E2 [ P-E2K2

are less electrogenic, and E1 [ E1K2 and E1 [ E1Na2 are not electro-
genic, indicating that the access channel for E2 is more resistive than
that for E1. The transition E1Na2 [ E1Na3 is moderately electrogen-
ic, showing that the binding sites for Na are not equivalent. The net
transition P-E2 u P-E2K2 u E(K2) u E1K2 u E1, in which two K
are transported across the membrane is also not electrogenic, sug-
gesting that the binding site itself bears charge of –2. The direct tran-
sition E1 [ P-E2, while not directly accessible to measurement us-
ing the technique of Wuddel and Appell, is predicted to be very
strongly electrogenic. B Data showing the effect of an ac electric
field on the ion transport modes of the Na,K-ATPase (Liu et al. 1990)
where Rb+ and Na+ transport are induced at different frequencies.
The solid lines (magenta for Rb+ and green for Na+) are fits of Lo-
rentzian curves to the data as predicted by a non-linear extension of
relaxation kinetic theory (Robertson and Astumian 1991)

Fig. 5 A Cartoon illustration of a protein with two conformational
states – one with a high affinity and easy access from the left (exte-
rior), and one with low affinity and easy access from the right (cy-
toplasm side). Switching between the two conformations is induced
by phosphorylation-dephosphorylation of the enzyme. B How this
can be incorporated into a four state mechanism for active proton
transport driven by ATP hydrolysis
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